The disorder-induced localization of few bosons interacting via a contact potential is investigated through the analysis of the level-spacing statistics familiar from random matrix theory. The model we consider is defined in a continuum and describes one-dimensional bosonic atoms exposed to the spatially correlated disorder due to an optical speckle field. First, we identify the speckle-field intensity required to observe, in the single-particle case, the Poisson level-spacing statistics, which is characteristic of localized quantum systems, in a computationally and experimentally feasible system size. Then, we analyze the two-body and the three-body systems, exploring a broad interaction range, from the noninteracting limit up to moderately strong interactions. Our main result is that the contact potential does not induce a shift towards the Wigner-Dyson level-spacing statistics, which would indicate the emergence of an ergodic chaotic state, indicating that localization can occur also in interacting few-body systems in a continuum. We also analyze how the ground-state energy evolves as a function of the interaction strength.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since Anderson's 1958 seminal article [1] , it is known that quenched disorder can induce localization of noninteracting quantum particles, determining the absence of transport of any conserved quantity in macroscopic samples. If and when Anderson localization can be stable against inter-particle interactions has been an outstanding open question ever since [2] [3] [4] . In recent years, this question has been addressed in innumerable theoretical articles, putting forward the theory of so-called manybody localization [5, 6] . This phenomenon is expected to occur in isolated one-dimensional systems with disorder. Among other properties, it is characterized by the occurrence of perfect insulating behavior at finite temperature, by the fact that the many-body localized system is unable to act as its own thermal bath, therefore violating the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis, and by the emergence of an extensive number of local integrals of motion. See Refs. [7, 8] for recent reviews. While some previous theoretical predictions on many-body localization, based mostly on perturbative calculations, considered continuous-space models [5, 6, 9, 10] , most numericallyexact simulations considered one-dimensional discretelattice models within the tight binding formalism. In fact, whether many-body localization can occur in a continuum is still a controversial issue. In Ref. [11] , it is claimed that many-body localization can occur even in continuous-space systems if the (non-deterministic) disorder is in the impurity limit, but it might be unstable if the correlation length of the disorder is finite. Ref. [12] , instead, states that many-body localization cannot occur at all in a continuum. On the other hand, the continuousspace simulations of Ref. [13] , which considered fermionic atoms in a quasi-periodic (hence, deterministic) potential and were based on time-dependent density functional theory within the adiabatic approximation, displayed one of the experimental hallmarks of many-body localization, namely the long-time persistence of an initially imprinted density pattern. This phenomenon has indeed been observed in the cold-atom experiments on many-body localization [14] [15] [16] . Also a very recent theoretical study states that many-body localization can be identified in continuous-space (two-dimensional) systems if the appropriate criterion is adopted [17] . Resolving this controversy is essential, given that discrete-lattice models are at most a reasonably good low-energy approximation of experimental systems. In this Article, we shed some light on this issue, considering however a few-body setup.
The model we consider is tailored to describe a setup that can be implemented in cold-atom experiments [18, 19] . Specifically, it describes bosonic atoms in a onedimensional continuum, interacting via a repulsive zerorange interaction. The atoms are exposed to the spatially correlated random potential corresponding to the disorder pattern that is generated when an optical speckle field is shone onto the atomic cloud. Due to the higher computational cost of continuous-space models compared to lattice models -for which one could simulate around 10 itinerant particles or, say, 20 or 30 immobile spins -we focus on one-, two-, and three-boson systems. The main goal of our analysis is to verify whether localization is stable against the repulsive contact inter-particle interaction, meaning that many-body localization can be observed in a few-body setup. Indeed, many-body localization has recently been experimentally identified for relatively small systems of eight atoms [20] . Previous theoretical studies investigated interaction effect in continuous-space bosons within the Gross-Pitaevskii theory [21, 22] .
The theoretical tool we employ to identify localized states is the analysis of the energy-level spacing statistics familiar from quantum chaos and random matrix theories [23, 24] . In this framework, one discerns delocalized ergodic states from localized states by identifying the Wigner-Dyson statistical distribution and the Poisson distribution of the level spacings, respectively. This approach has been commonly adopted in studies on single-particle Anderson localization in discrete lattice models [25] [26] [27] [28] , and more recently also in continuousspace (single-particle) models relevant for cold-atoms experiments [29, 30] . Chiefly, this approach has been established as one of the most sound criteria to identify manybody localized phases [31] , since it allows one to identify the breakdown of ergodicity independently of the specific mechanism causing localization, including, e.g, localization in Fock space. In this context, it has been applied to one-dimensional discrete systems, including spin models [32] [33] [34] [35] , spinless fermion models [31, 36] , and recently also to bosonic models [37, 38] . Here, we apply it to a continuous-space few-boson model.
The first step we take is to determine, in the single particle case, the disorder intensity required to observe the statistics of nonergodic systems (i.e. the Poisson level-spacing distribution) for a linear system size that is feasible for our computational approach -and, as a matter of fact, also for cold-atom experiments -in a sufficiently broad low energy region of the spectrum. Then, we analyze if and how inter-particle interactions affect the localization in the two and in the three-particle cases, again analyzing in an energy resolved manner the levelspacing statistics. This is obtained via large-scale matrix diagonalization calculations of the two-body and threebody Hamiltonians represented in the Fock space corresponding to a suitably chosen basis. A broad range of interaction strengths is considered, ranging from the noninteracting limit, up to strong interaction strengths in the broad vicinity of the strongly-interacting limit where the bosons fermionize, meaning that the ground-state energy approaches the value corresponding to a noninteracting fully-polarized fermion model. Furthermore, we characterize how the ground-state energy evolves in the crossover between the noninteracting and the stronglyinteracting limits.
The main result we report is that, for a reasonably broad low-energy portion of the spectrum, the contact interaction does not induce a shift from Poisson to Wigner-Dyson statistics; this statement holds for the full interaction range we consider. This indicates that many-body localization can occur, at low energy, also in continuousspace models, at least in the few-body setup and for the contact interaction model considered here. The rest of the article is organized as follows: in Section II we describe the continuous-space model with speckle disorder and the computational approach we adopt, analyzing in particular the convergence of the energy levels as a function of the basis size. Section III focuses on a single particle in the speckle disorder, analyzing the spatial structure of the eigenstates and the level-spacing statistics. The results for two-boson and three-boson systems are presented in Section IV. Our conclusions and the future perspectives are reported in Section V.
II. THE HAMILTONIAN
In the general case, the model we consider consists in N identical bosons of mass m in a one-dimensional box of size L, with a random external field V (x) that describes a blue-detuned optical speckle field [39] . The Hamiltonian reads,
The variables x i , with the particle label i = 1, ... N , indicate the particle coordinates. Hard-wall boundary conditions are considered, meaning that the wave functions vanish at the system boundaries. v(|x i − x j |) indicates a zero-range two-body interaction potential between particles i and j, defined as,
The coupling parameter g, which fixes the interaction strength, is related to the one-dimensional scattering length, a 0 , as g = − 2 /(ma 0 ). In this work, we consider a repulsive interaction, g 0. The one-dimensional Hamiltonian (1) accurately describes ultracold gases in one-dimensional waveguides with a tight radial confinement, and the interaction parameter g can be tuned either by varying the radial confining strength and/or tuning the three-dimensional scattering length via Feshbach resonances [40] . The external field V (x) describes the potential experienced by alkali atoms exposed to optical speckle fields. Such fields are generated when coherent light passes through a rough (semitransparent) surface. An efficient numerical algorithm to create speckle fields in computer simulations has been described elsewhere [41] [42] [43] [44] , and we refer the readers interested in more details about the algorithm to those references.
Fully developed speckle fields in large systems are characterized by an exponential probability distribution of the local intensities V , which reads P (V ) = exp(−V /V 0 )/V 0 for V 0, and P (V ) = 0 for V < 0 [39] . Here, V 0 0 is the average intensity of the field, and coincides with its standard deviation. V 0 is therefore the unique parameter that characterizes the disorder strength.
The two-point spatial correlation function of local intensities of a speckle field depends on the distance d between two given points and reads [42] ,
Here, the brackets · · · indicate spatial averages. Notice that in a large enough system, the speckle field is for a given speckle and in the noninteracting case (forth column) and for g = 1 (fifth column); for an harmonic potential and g = 1 (sixth column) that should tend to the exact value E h.o. GS ∼ = 1.30675 [47] . Emax was used to truncate the many-body Hilbert space using an energy criterion which required M single-particle states and it corresponds to a many-body Hilbert space dimension DMB. The system size is L = 100ℓ/ √ 2 and in the cases with a harmonic trap we have set /(mω) = ℓ, i.e., ω = Ec. For the speckle potential V0 = 50Ec.
self-averaging, meaning that spatial averages can be replaced by averages of local values over many realizations of the speckle field. The length scale ℓ is related to the inverse of the aperture width of the optical apparatus employed to create the optical speckle field and to focus it onto the atomic cloud. It characterizes the typical distance over which the local intensities loose statistical correlations, or, in other words, the typical size of the speckle grains. In the following, we will use this spatial correlation length as unit of lengths, setting ℓ = 1. This length scale also allows one to define a characteristic energy scale, often referred to as correlation energy, which reads E c = 2 /(mℓ 2 ). This quantity will be used in the following as the unit for energies, unless explicitly stated. The interaction parameter g will be expressed in units of 2 /(ℓm).
The few-body problem is solved by direct diagonalisation of the second-quantized many-body Hamiltonian in a truncated many-body basis [45] . The Hamiltonian (1) is written in second-quantization as the sum of three terms:Ĥ =K +V +v .
Each term can be defined using the standard creation and annihilation operators,â † i andâ j , that fulfill the bosonic commutation relations [â j ,â † i ] = δ i,j . These operators create or annihilate bosons in the single-particle states, which are taken as the eigenstates of the free particle moving in a one dimensional box with hard walls. The box size is chosen large enough compared to the spatial correlation length ℓ. The many-body Fock states are defined in terms of the creation operators as
where |vac is the vacuum state and the quantum numbers n k indicate the number of bosons in the singleparticle state k. In all computations, we have M k=1 n k = N . In this basis, the kinetic energy,K, has diagonal form,
The speckle potential readŝ
with
and,
These integrals are determined via numerical quadrature based on the composite five-point Bode's rule, using a sufficiently fine grid so that the residual numerical error due to the discretization is negligible.
We follow the criterion to truncate the many-body basis discussed in Ref. [46] , where its efficiency in terms of computing resources has been highlighted. The manybody basis is built including all states with a kinetic energy equal or smaller than a given threshold E max . The minimal number of single-particle modes M required to include all such many-body states is retained. The energy threshold E max represents an algorithmic parameter whose role has to be analyzed. In fact, while the computation is exact in the E max → ∞ limit, a residual truncation error might occur for finite E max value. Once the number of bosons and energy threshold are fixed we can build the corresponding many-body Fock basis. Then we construct the Hamiltonian in this Fock basis and diagonalize its low energy part by means of the ARPACK implementation of Lanczos method. Table I reports the analysis of the convergence with the energy truncation parameter E max for a few representative setups. D MB in this table indicates the number of states in the many-body basis set. Specifically, we consider the ground-state energy of two bosons in the noninteracting case (g = 0) and with a relatively strong interaction (g = 1). Here the disorder strength is set to V 0 = 50E c . One notices that with the largest basis set the residual truncation error is much smaller than 0.1%. While the truncation effect becomes somewhat larger at higher energies, we consider in this work an energy range where this effect is negligible. An estimate of the accuracy of our numerical procedure can be obtained by considering the case of two interacting bosons trapped in a harmonic potential, which was exactly solved in Ref. [47] . We choose a harmonic oscillator of length ℓ, which is the typical size of the minima in the speckle potential, within our finite box of size L = 100ℓ/ √ 2. For an interaction strength g = 1 we reproduce the exact results up to the second decimal. This provides a reasonable estimate of the accuracy of our method. Furthermore, we mention here that the results of the analysis of the (ensemble averaged) level-spacing statistics are less sensitive to the truncation error than the individual energy level of a single realization of the speckle field.
III. LOCALIZATION IN THE SINGLE-PARTICLE CASE
In this Article, the occurrence of the localization, i.e. nonergodic behaviour, is inspected by analyzing the statistics of the energy-level spacings. As a preliminary step, we start by analyzing the general features of the single-particle modes. Fig. 1 displays the single-particle wave-functions at low, intermediate, and relatively high energies, for a given realization of a speckle field of intensity V 0 = 50E c . The low-energy states are located in the Lifshitz tail of the density of states. Here, localization typically occurs in rare regions where the disorder creates a deep well confined by tall barriers. In fact, we observe that the spatial extent where these low-energy states have large amplitude is typically of the order of the disorder correlation length ℓ, meaning that they are indeed localized in a single well of the speckle field. However, this spatial extent rapidly increases as a function of the energy, becoming significantly larger than ℓ. On a qualitative level, this effect can be observed in Fig. 1 , noticing that the states at intermediate and at relatively high energies have large amplitude in several wells of the speckle potential. To quantify this spatial extent, we compute the participation ratio, which is defined as
For the low-energy states in the Lifshitz tail, we find, again for V 0 = 50E c , P k ≃ ℓ, indeed corresponding to trapping in a single deep well.
Here the brackets · indicate the average over many realizations of the speckle field. Instead, for states with energies above the average speckle-field intensity, e.g., with energy E ≃ 2V 0 , the spatial extent is P k ≃ 5ℓ, and it reaches P k ≃ 11ℓ at E ≃ 3V 0 . At even higher energies the participation ratio is of the order of the system size (here L = 100ℓ/ √ 2) and finite-size effects due to the box become dominant. At these energies the singleparticle states are weakly affected by the disorder, since in the finite system the speckle field typically develops only moderately high peaks, as opposed to an infinite system where a sufficiently high peak would always occur given that the speckle potential has no upper bound. Clearly, these finite-size effects have to be avoided (see also the discussion on the analysis of the level-spacing statistics reported below). The choice of inspecting that localization occurs in a sufficiently small length scale and in a reasonably broad portion of the energy spectrum, here taken of the order of the average speckle field intensity V 0 , is motivated by the aim to address, in the second step, the effects of interparticle interactions. These will indeed induce population of relatively high energy states even when noninteracting bosons would occupy only deeply localized low-lying modes. In fact, previous lattice calculations predicted that in one dimension the localization length of two interacting particles can be significantly larger than the spatial extent of the single particle states [48] . In three-dimensional (lattice) systems two-particle interactions could even induce complete delocalization [49] . One should also consider that in cold-atom experiments the atomic energy distribution is inevitably broadened by thermal excitations, by interactions, and by the finite spatial spread of the atomic cloud, meaning that localization effects cannot be observed if only very few low-energy states are spatially localized. In this regard, it is worth mentioning that if one aims at experimentally visualizing the exponentially decaying tails of the single-particle states, a feature that characterizes Anderson localized systems, it is convenient to consider rather weak disorder V 0 ≈ E c , since in this regime the spatial extent is much larger than the typical well size. For example, for a speckle-field intensity V 0 = E c we find P k ≃ 20ℓ at E = 3V 0 . In this case, in order to avoid finite-size effects in the participation-ratio calculation (and also in the analysis of the level spacing statistics discussed below), a system size larger than L = 1000ℓ/ √ 2 is required. Such system sizes cannot be addressed with the computational technique we employ for interacting systems, therefore in the following we consider larger disorder strengths where finite size effects can be more easily suppressed. Anderson localization in strong speckle disorder has been investigated also in Ref. [50] .
It is also worth emphasizing that in an infinite onedimensional system where the disorder has no upper bound (like the blue-detuned speckle potential), a classical particle is localized at any energy E, just like a quantum particle in the same setup [51] . Indeed, a position in space where V (x) > E always occurs, prohibiting the particle from exploring the whole configuration space, resulting in nonergodic behavior. This scenario is different from the one that occurs in two-dimensional [52] and in three-dimensional systems, where classical particles in a speckle potential are trapped only if their energy is lower than a finite threshold; above this energy threshold a (classical) percolation transition takes place. In particular, in three dimensional speckle potentials the classical percolation threshold turns out to be a tiny fraction of the average speckle-potential intensity V 0 [44, 53] . The mobility edge, i.e. the energy threshold that in three dimensional quantum systems separates localized states from extended states, is typically much larger than this classical percolation threshold, meaning that in a broad energy range particles are trapped purely by quantum mechanical effects. In the one-dimensional setup considered here, instead, both quantum and classical particles are localized at any energy in the infinite-size limit, meaning that classical and quantum trapping mechanisms cannot be rigorously separated.
The analysis of the statistical distribution of the spacings between consecutive energy levels allows one to discern localized (i.e., nonergodic) states from delocalized ergodic states. Specifically, localized states are associated to the Poisson distribution of the level spacings, while delocalized states are associated to the Wigner-Dyson distribution typical of random matrices. An efficient procedure to identify these two distributions consists in determining the average over a large ensemble of speckle fields of the following ratio of consecutive level spacings [31] :
Notice that the ensemble averaging we perform, indicated as r , is energy resolved, meaning that only states within a narrow energy window are considered. This allows us to address possible scenarios where both localized states and delocalized states occur, but in different sectors of the energy spectrum. The Poisson distribution translates to the ensemble average r ∼ = 0.38629, while the Wigner-Dyson distribution translates to r ∼ = 0.53070 [54] . As discussed above, the scaling theory of Anderson localization [51] predicts that in infinite one-dimensional disordered systems the localization occurs for any amount of disorder, even if this amount is vanishingly small. However, in finite-size systems the localization length might be comparable to the system size, hindering the observation of the Poisson distribution corresponding to localized systems. This effect is particularly relevant if the disorder is weak or if the energy window under consideration is high, since the localization length is large in these regimes, as previously discussed. It is, therefore, pivotal for our purposes to identify a disorder strength FIG. 3: The lowest single-particle eigenenergies for a given speckle potential determine the lowest energy levels for the noninteracting many-body system. There are two possible situations: (a) a small gap between the single-particle ground state (G.S.) and the first excited state (1 st ); and (b) a small gap between the first excited state and the second excited state (2 nd ).
and an energy range where the Poisson statistics can be observed in a system size that is feasible for our computational approach for interacting systems. Fig. 2 displays the energy-resolved analysis of the level-spacings statistics for a few representative setups of the optical speckle field. Specifically, panel (a) shows r versus E/E c for a fixed system size and different disorder strengths, while panel (b) shows data corresponding to different system sizes at a fixed disorder strength. One observes that, at low energy, the r values precisely agree with the prediction for the Poisson distribution, indicating that the lowenergy states are localized on a sufficiently small length scale. However, significant deviations occur at higher energies. We attribute them to the finite-size effect discussed above. In fact, one observes that for larger system sizes the Poisson-distribution result extends to higher energies. This finding is consistent with the expectation that in an infinite system the whole energy spectrum would be localized. In the following, we will consider the system size L = 100ℓ/ √ 2 and the disorder strength V 0 = 50E c , where the r values precisely correspond to the statistics of localized systems in a reasonably broad energy range 0 < E 100E c . Notice that the upper limit is twice as large as the average speckle-field intensity V 0 .
It is worth pointing out that the linear system size of typical cold-atom experiments performed with optical speckle field is comparable to the system size considered here; it ranges from a few tens to around thousand times the speckle correlation length ℓ. Therefore, this analysis also serves as a guide for experiments on localization phenomena in atomic gases. While the next section is devoted to systems with N = 2 or N = 3 interacting bosons, we address here the special case of N > 1 noninteracting particles. Clearly, the system properties in this case can be traced back to the single-particle problem. However, as we discuss here, special care has to be taken in order to correctly extract the correct level spacing statistics.
In fact, in certain circumstances, the N -boson energylevel spacings in the noninteracting limit take specific, nonrandom values. For a given realization of the speckle potential, we can distinguish two possible scenarios, depicted in the two panels of Fig. 3 , depending on the relative distances of the first and of the second single-particle levels from the single-particle ground-state; they are indicated below as ∆ 1 and ∆ 2 , respectively. For the scenario displayed in panel (a) of Fig. 3 , where 2∆ 1 < ∆ 2 , the three lowest-energy eigenstates of the noninteracting Nboson system are |E 0 = |N, 0, ..., 0 ,
and their associated energies are (see Fig. 3 )
where E GS is the single-particle ground state energy. In this situation, the value of r 1 associated to the lowest energy of the system is
One notices that this does not randomly fluctuate for different speckle-field realizations. In the second scenario (see panel (b) of Fig. 3) , where 2∆ 1 > ∆ 2 , the three lowest-energy eigenstates of the system are |E 0 = |N, 0, ..., 0 , |E 1 = |N − 1, 1, 0, . .., 0 , |E 2 = |N − 1, 0, 1, 0. .., 0 ,
and their associated energies are
Therefore, we have
This is a random variable which depends on the level spacings, and one expects it to follow the Poisson (or eventually the Wigner-Dyson) distribution.
If the data emerging from both scenarios are included in the ensemble average, one obtains, in the low-energy regime, r values with an upward bias, therefore deviating from the Poisson statistics even in setups where the single-particle modes are localized on a short lenth-scale. This effect, displayed in Fig. 4 , for the representative setup with N = 2, L = 100ℓ/ √ 2 and V 0 = 50E c , should not be associated to a delocalization phenomenon. For this reason, in our calculations with N > 1 noninteracting particles we introduce a filter that removes the r i values which are numerically indistinguishable from r i = 1, i.e. the data corresponding the the first scenario described above. With this filter, the ensembleaveraged r values agree with the Poisson distribution result within statistical uncertainties (see Fig. 4 ). As expected, the filter has no effect at moderate to high energies. It is worth emphasizing that this effect occurs only for noninteracting particles. As soon as g > 0, the many-body state is a superposition of many basis states; so, the two scenarios described above do not apply, and the r i values randomly fluctuate for different speckle field realizations.
IV. TWO AND THREE INTERACTING BOSONS
We start the discussion on the interacting few-boson setup with a qualitative analysis of the interaction effect on the ground-state energy. Specifically, we consider N = 2 bosons in a speckle field of intensity V 0 = 50E c , in a L = 100ℓ/ √ 2 box. As discussed in the previous section, in this setup the single-particle modes are spatially localized in a broad energy-range 0 < E 2V 0 .
In the noninteracting limit, the ground state is the Fockbasis state |2, 0, ... , 0 , and the corresponding energy equals two times the single-particle ground-state energy. In the first excited state, one boson is promoted to the first single-particle excited state, obtaining the Fockbasis state |1, 1, ... , 0 . The energy levels corresponding to the ground state and to the first excited state of a speckle field instance are displayed in Fig. 5 , as a function of the interaction parameter g. One notices that, while the ground-state energy increases with g, the first excited-state energy is essentially unaltered. This is due to the fact that in the excited state the two bosons are localized in far apart wells; therefore, the zero-range interaction has an almost negligible effect. In the strongly interacting limit, g → ∞, the lowest-energy state is |1, 1, ... , 0 . This scenario is similar to the Tonks-Girardeau gas, where bosons with infinitely-strong zerorange repulsive interaction can be mapped to a system of noninteracting indistinguishable fermions, which occupy different single-particle modes due to the Pauli exclusion principle. Remarkably, the transition between the noninteracting and the strongly-interacting regimes is extremely sharp. This effect is due to the long separation between the two lowest-energy minima for this realization of the speckle potential. For the speckle field instance analyzed in Fig. 5 , this sharp crossover occurs at g ≈ 2.8. Beyond this pseudo-critical point the two-boson system is effectively fermionized, meaning that their ground-state energy essentially coincides with the one of two identical fermions in the same setup. Remarkably, this fermionization occurs at strong but finite values of the interaction parameter g, as opposed to homogeneous systems where bosons fermionize only in the g → ∞ limit, which correponds to the standard Tonks-Girardeau gas. Note that in the speckle instances in which the ground and first excited single particle states are localized in the same minima, the fermionization would be smoother, in line with, e.g. fermionization in a harmonic potential [55] .
For different speckle field instances, this fermionization transition occurs at different values of the coupling parameter g. Also the energy levels in the noninteracting limit and in the strongly-interacting limit, as well as in the crossover region, randomly fluctuate. In Fig. 6 , the average over many realizations of the speckle field of the two-boson ground-state energy is plotted as a function of the interaction parameter g. Here, we consider interaction strengths ranging from the noninteracting limit to the moderately large interaction parameter g = 1. One notices that this interaction strength is sufficient to shift the ground-state energy away from the noninteractinglimit result, reaching values in fact closer to the stronglyinteracting limit -where the energy of a noninteracting identical fermions is reached -than to the noninteracting limit. The same scenario occurs for the N = 3 boson system, which is analyzed in Fig 7. In the following, we focus on the interaction regime 0 g 1, where any interesting interaction effect would take place. Stronger interactions require extremely large basis-set sizes, so that it is not computationally feasible for us to perform averages of many realization of the speckle field. This regime of intermediate interaction strength g ≈ 1 is, in fact, the one where one expects to have more pronounced delocalization effects. Indeed, in the strongly-interacting limit the system properties are again determined by the singleparticle modes. Since the latter are localized for the disorder strength considered here, one expects the manybody system to be localized, too. This type of re-entrant behavior has been observed in the cold-atom experiments on many-body localization [14] . The experimentalists indeed found that in the strongly-interacting limit the system is many-body localized if the corresponding noninteracting system is localized. The experiment was performed with fermions with two spin states. In this case, in the strongly-interacting limit the system properties can be mapped to those of a fully polarized (noninteracting) Fermi gas, in analogy with the Tonks-Girardeau physics in Bose gases. The analysis of the level-spacings statistics for the interacting two-boson system is displayed in Fig. 8 . Specifically, we plot the disorder-averaged r values as a function of E/V 0 , for different values of the interaction parameter g. The disorder strength V 0 and the linear system size L are the ones discussed above and in the previous section. We focus on the low-energy regime E V 0 . Accurately computing more energy levels for many speckle-field instances, in particular, at high energies where larger basis sets are required, exceeds our computational resources.
For the computations of Fig. 8 the basis sets includes 23836 states, namely the ones with a kinetic energy less or equal to E max = 60E c ; this corresponds to employing M = 246 single-particle modes. The disorder ensemble . The speckle realisations used to produce this plot are the same as those used in Fig. 9 .
includes 985 realizations of the speckle field. It is clear that the r values are always consistent with the prediction corresponding to the Poisson distribution of the level spacings, which is associated to nonergodic systems. The statistical uncertainty is larger in the E → 0 limit due to the low density of states in the low energy regime, which reduces the available statistics. The agreement with the Poisson distribution implies that, for the range of coupling constant considered here, the zerorange interaction does not induce delocalization of the two-boson system. It is possible that a two-body mobility edge, separating low-energy localized states from high energies extended states, would occur at higher energies. However, addressing higher energies requires larger computational resources and it is beyond the scope of the present article. The results for the N = 3 bosons systems are shown in Fig. 9 . Here, the basis-set size is 117977, corresponding to the Fock basis states with a kinetic energy less or equal to E max = 12E c , in turn implying the use of M = 110 single particle modes. The disorder-ensemble includes 250 realizations of the speckle field. We observe that also in the three-boson system localization is, in the low energy regime and for the coupling parameters considered here, stable against the effect of zero-range interactions.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a computational investigation to establish if and how zero-range repulsive interactions can induce ergodic behavior in an otherwise localized system. While previous computational investigations on this critical issue addressed discrete-lattice models, we focused here on a model defined in continuous space. Specifically, we considered a one-dimensional model which describes ultracold atoms exposed to random optical speckle patterns, taking into account the structure of the spatial correlations of the disorder field. This is the setup that has been implemented in early cold-atom experiments on the Anderson localization. The computational procedure we employed is based on exact-diagonalization calculations, combined with the statistical analysis of the levels-spacings statistics familiar from random matrix theory. This is, in fact, one of the most sound criteria commonly employed to identify localized (i.e., nonergodic) phases in noninteracting as well as in interacting disordered systems, where it allows to identify many-body localized phases. As a preliminary step, we identified the speckle-field intensity required to observe the (Poisson) statistics of localized systems in a finite linear system size that is feasible for our computational approach and for cold-atom experiments. Our main finding is that, if two or three interacting bosons move in such a speckle field, the localization is stable against zero-range interparticle interactions in a broad range of interactions strengths, ranging from the noninteracting limit, up to moderately strong interactions half way to the strongly-interacting limit. Addressing even stronger interactions is beyond the scope of this article since, on the one hand, it would require larger computational resources and, on the other hand, delocalization effects due to interactions are not expected in this regime since in the strongly-interacting limit the system properties are determined by the singleparticle modes. Our results are limited to a low-energy regime, of the order of the speckle-field intensity E V 0 , where the accuracy of the diagonalization results is under control. It is possible that at higher energies two-body or three-body mobility edges would occur. We leave this question to future investigations.
Previous studies on the possible occurrence of manybody localization in continuous-space systems have provided contradictory results. The findings reported here establish that in a few-body system localization can be stable against zero-range interactions in a continuous-space models relevant for cold-atom experiments.
We conclude by formulating two additional interesting questions, that naturally emerge from the previous discussion: i) would finite-range or long-range interactions induce delocalization in an otherwise localized system? ii) Would a localization-delocalization transition take place if more particles were included? We leave these two question to future investigations.
